secure
online voting
made easy
Simplify the elections process for your office
while allowing your voters to participate
from anywhere in the world, on any device.

Why Invote
User-friendly

Efficient
Reduce staffing and eliminate
paper-related costs, with an
easy election set-up and digital
results delivery.

Reduce barriers by allowing
voters to vote at their
convenience from any location,
on any device, at any time.

Secure
Government-level security
to ensure that votes are kept
secret and tamperproof
at all times.

Fully managed solution

Tailored user interface

Encrypted from start to end

Simple set-up form

Accessible to
handicapped voters

Digitally signed ballots

Automatic results
calculation

Ballot box mixed before
the vote count

Confirmation receipts
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Prepare
As simple as filling in a form
with your election information.
A dedicated project manager
sets everything up and shares
a preview for your approval.
Then, credentials are securely
provided to voters.

Vote
Voters cast their ballot, which
is encrypted on their device so
that no one can tamper with it,
and receive a confirmation
receipt. During the election, a
participation report is sent to
you on a daily basis.
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%
AVERAGE
COST REDUCTION WHEN MOVING FROM
TRADITIONAL PAPER-BASED PROCESSES
TO MODERN ELECTIONS*

* 3-year Scytl
customer average.
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Count
Once the election is over, the
digital ballot box is mixed so
that votes and voters can
never be matched. From there,
votes are decrypted, counted,
and reported on for the final
election results.

Trusted by

Patricia Mercado
Marketing Officer,
OAS Staff Federal
Credit Union

Invote was successfully utilized at
the Board of Directors and Credit
Committee Elections during April 2016.
Scytl consistently exceeded our
expectations by providing us with the
highest level of service throughout the
project. I strongly recommend Scytl for
any such future projects.”

Who is Scytl
Scytl is the global leader in secure online voting
and election management solutions, disrupting
the voting industry with cutting-edge technology
leveraged by 19 out of the 21 country governments
worldwide running online elections.

+300,000 online elections run
20 years of experience
Customers in +40 countries
41 international patents in security
+30 scientific publications
+150 electoral experts

REQUEST
A LIVE
DEMO NOW
info@scytl.us

TAMPA
5426 Bay Center Drive,
Suite 525
Tampa, FL 33609
T/ 813 490 7150
www.scytl.us

